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Querulous and worried but you've got the answers
My bed is empty and oh so much is tempting
How much time do we need to stay close so it's true?
Your guess is just as good as mine

My nerves are racing, I can't escape it
Look at the way we are turning dreams into a future
Looking away from all the signs that do say "go"
Look at the way we are holding on to something secret
Let's do away with it all cause I know it's here for real

How can we explain it? Do means justify this?
I can't stand it I want you and I've said it
Broken records repeat songs but what I've said all
along
Attempts to get my point across

My nerves are racing
I can't escape it
Look at the way we are turning dreams into a future
Looking away from all the signs that do say "go"
Look at the way we are holding on to something secret
Let's do away with it all cause I know it's here for real

Sitting around waiting for that chance to come
Then you come around
I never thought twice for a second
Sitting around waiting for that chance to come
Then you come around
I never thought twice for a second

Sometimes you've gotta let your ardency show
Pick your battles, play the game, fight for something
you know absolute
Materializing in seconds

Look at the way we are turning dreams into a future
Looking away from all the signs that do say "go"
Look at the way we are holding on to something secret
Let's do away with it all cause I know it's here for real

And after waiting for what seems like years
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My past slows down and the future's here
And I don't know what's coming, yea I don't, I don't, I
don't
And after waiting for what seems like years
My past slows down and the future's here
And I don't know what's coming, yea I don't, I don't, I
don't
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